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Under the tight-binding approximation, we study the persistent currentsPCd in the
magnetic-flux-threaded mesoscopic ring which is constructed according to the Fibonacci-class
model. It is shown that the energy spectra form band structures and the subbands present a
self-similarity. The PC is determined by the magnetic flux, the site energy, and the Fermi level. It is
found that the large PC can be observed if the Fermi level reaches a specific value. Our investigation
provides detailed information on the structural influence on the PC and contributes a mechanism to
understand the large PC observed in the experiments. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1853897g

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decades, much attention has been paid to the
mesoscopic system, where the classical transport theory is
invalid and the quantum interference has to be taken into
account. The persistent currentsPCd in mesoscopic rings is
one of the distinguishing features of quantum interference.
Since Büttiker et al. first predicted the PC in one-
dimensionals1Dd metal loops in 1983,1 there have been a lot
of theoretical work on this subject.2–7 The experimental work
on PCs has been carried out since last decade. In the early
experiment made by Lévyet al.,8 the PC measured on 107

copper rings is in agreement with the theoretical prediction
under the diffusive case. However, the experimental obser-
vation of Chandrasekharet al.9 indicated that the current in
single Au ring is one or two orders of magnitude larger than
the value predicted by the noninteracting theory. Some mod-
els have been presented to explain this puzzle.10 Recently
more experimental work came out and brought new chal-
lenges to the theoretical work, such as the sign of the PC
near zero field,11 the correlation of the PC with the phase
coherence time, etc.12 Up to now, the problem on the PCs has
not been well understood. Generally speaking, the disorder
of the system and the electron-electron interaction are two
important factors influencing the magnitude of the PC. In
this work, we study the persistent current in the magnetic-
flux-threaded mesoscopic ring which is constructed accord-
ing to the Fibonacci-classsFCd model. The FC model is a
quasiperiodic structure between periodic and disordered
cases. In the FC mesoscopic ring, the sites are arranged ac-
cording to the substitution rulesB→Bn−1A andA→Bn−1AB,
where A and B are two kinds of sites andn is a repeated
number. It is found that the large PC can be obtained theo-
retically in this quasiperiodic system, which gives a mecha-
nism to understand the large PC observed in the experiments.

II. THE THEORETICAL MODEL

The FC model is a quasiperiodic structure between peri-
odic and disordered cases.13 The FC sequence contains two
kinds of building blocksA andB, and can be obtained by the
substitution rulesB→Bn−1A and A→Bn−1AB, wheren is a
repeated number. The FC sequence can also be described as
a limit of the generationSi

snd. If we let the initial two genera-
tions of the FC sequence asS1

snd=B andS2
snd=Bn−1A, we have

the ith generation of the FC sequence as

Si
snd = hSi−1

snd jn + Si−2
snd si ù 3d. s1d

For example, the FC sequence withn=2 has the following
initial generations: S1

s2d=B, S2
s2d=BA, S3

s2d=hS2
s2dj2+S1

s2d

=BABAB, andS4
s2d=hS3

s2dj2+S2
s2d=BABABBABABBA. Define

the number of building blocks inSi
snd asFi

snd, thenFi
snd satis-

fies

Fi
snd = nFi−1

snd + Fi−2
snd si ù 3d, s2d

with F1
snd=1 and F2

snd=n. Obviously the FC model can be
simplified to be Fibonacci structure in the case ofn=1.

Now we consider the electronic behavior in 1D FC me-
soscopic ring. The FC mesoscopic ring has two kinds of sites
sA,Bd and in totalN sites are arranged according to the FC
sequence. Under the tight-binding approximation, without
electron-electron interaction, the Schrödinger equation for a
spinless electron in a 1D quasiperiodic mesoscopic ring
threaded by magnetic fluxF can be written as

sE − «ldCl = Vl,l+1Cl+1 + Vl,l−1Cl−1, s3d

whereCl is the amplitude of wave function on thelth site,
Vl,l±1 is the nearest hopping integral, and«l is the site energy.
In this work, we restrict ourselves in the on-site model:Vl,l±1

is set as a constant, i.e., as the energy unit, and the site
energy«l is taken as«l =«A sor «Bd if atom A sor Bd occupies
the site in the ring. Thus, Eq.s3d can be expressed in the
matrix form,
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SCl+1

Cl
D = Ml+1,lS Cl

Cl−1
D , s4d

where the transfer matrix is

Ml+1,l = S− sE − «ld − 1

1 0
D . s5d

Because a magnetic fluxF threaded through the ring will
lead to the twisted boundary condition for the wave function
of the electrons, the equation for the global transfer matrix
can be written as

SCN+1

CN
D = M̄SC1

C0
D ; ei2pF/F0SC1

C0
D , s6d

whereM̄ =Pl=1
N Ml+1,l andF0=hc/e is the flux quantum. By

denoting the trace ofM̄ as x= 1
2 Tr M̄, the flux-dependent

energyEnsFd can be obtained from

x = coss2pF/F0d. s7d

The persistent current in the ring contribute by thenth en-
ergy level follows:

In = − c
]EnsFd

]F
, s8d

wherec is the velocity of the light. At zero temperature, if
the number of electrons in the spinless fermion system
equalsNe, the total persistent current in the mesoscopic ring
satisfies

IsFd = o
n=1

Ne

InsFd. s9d

III. THE NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

Based on Eqs.s5d–s9d, we can carry out the numerical
calculations of the energy spectra and the PC in the FC me-
soscopic rings. In the following calculations, we set«A

=−«B=«. In some senses, the parameter« represents the
strength of the quasiperiodicity. Figure 1 shows the energy
spectra of the FC ringsSi

snd when «=0.4 andn=1,2,3,4,
respectively. The electron eigenenergies form a “band” struc-
ture in each FC ringfas shown in the up-insets of Figs.
1sad–1sddg. The subbands possess the hierarchical character-
ization with self-similarityfas shown in Figs. 1sad–1sdd and
therein down-insetsg. For example, whenF /F0=0.3, there
are two types of bands, i.e., “X” and “Y” in the energy spec-
tra of the FC ring with n=2. There are five bands
“XYXYX” in the first hierarchyfas shown in Fig. 1sbdg. In the
second hierarchy, each bandX will further split into five
subbandsXYXYXand eachY into three subbands “XYX.”
Thus, a self-similarity is presented in the case ofn=2. The
self-similarity is also demonstrated in the FC rings withn
=1, 3, and 4fas shown in Figs. 1sad, 1scd, and 1sdd and
therein down-insetsg. Generally speaking, in the FC ringSi

snd,
the first hierarchy of the energy spectrum contains 2n+1
main bands:n+1 of typeX andn of type Y. The number of
levels is NX=Fi−2

snd in the bandX and NY=Fi−1
snd +Fi−2

snd in the
bandY, respectively. Further in the second hierarchy, previ-
ous X splits into 2n+1 subbands:n+1 of type X and n of
type Y, where the number of levels isNXX=Fi−4 in X and
NXY=Fi−3−Fi−4 in Y, respectively. Meanwhile, previousY
also further splits into 2n−1 subbands:n of type X and n
−1 of typeY, where the number of levels areNYX=Fi−3 in X
andNYY=Fi−2−Fi−3 in Y, respectively. The hierarchy will go
on in this way, thus the subbands possess the self-similarity,
which is quite similar to the energy spectrum of the FC
quasilattices.13

On the basis of the energy spectrum, the behavior of the
PC in the FC ring can be obtained. Figure 2 gives the flux-
dependent PC of the FC rings with two different Fermi lev-

FIG. 1. The energy spectra of the FC ringsSi
snd when «=0.4 andF /F0

=0.3. sad S12
s1d—n=1, i =12, N=233; sbd S8

s2d—n=2, i =8, N=408; scd S6
s3d—

n=3, i =6, N=360; sdd S5
s4d—n=4, i =5, N=305. The up insets are the

magnetic-flux-dependent energy spectra for −1
2 ,F /F0,

1
2. The down in-

sets are the enlarged subbands to show the self-similarity.

FIG. 2. The persistent currents vs the magnetic fluxF in the FC ringsSi
snd,

where I0=s4pc/NF0dsinfsNe/Ndpg and «=0.4. sad S12
s1d—n=1, i =12, N

=233; sbd S8
s2d—n=2, i =8, N=408; scd S6

s3d—n=3, i =6, N=360; sdd S5
s4d—

n=4, i =5, N=305.
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els, where«=0.4. First, it is shown that the PC shows a
sinusoidallike relation respect to the magnetic flux. And the
PC depends on the Fermi level or the electron-filling number.
In the second, the PC is also determined by the site energy.
Figure 3 plots the persistent currents versus the magnetic flux
F in the FC ringS8

s2d with even and odd electron-filling num-
ber Ne under different site energies«. It is found that if «
increases, the PC is gradually suppressed. Increasing«
means that the quasiperiodicity in the structure becomes
stronger, then the dependence of the energy level on the flux
becomes smoother. Therefore the current contribution com-
ing from these energy levels will decrease according to Eq.
s8d. Consequently, the total current will decrease. In the
third, at the zero-temperature limit, the sign of the PC is
determined by the electron filling numberNe. In the ring with
an even number of electrons, the flux-dependent PCfas
shown in Fig. 3sadg is like that for a paramagnet, whereas in
a ring with an odd number of electrons, the flux-dependent
PC fas shown in Fig. 3sbdg behaves like that in a diamagnet.
This property is also called the parity effect.

Now we are interested in how to observe the large PC in
the mesoscopic FC rings. Figure 4 plots the PC in the FC
ring versus the odd number of filling electronsNe when
F /F0=−0.4 and«=0.4. Obviously whenNe comes to some
special values, the PC in the quasiperiodic FC ring can be
close to the periodic case. In details,I / I0 can be more than
0.4 in the FC ring if the Fermi energy takes some peculiar
values. HereI0=s4pc/NF0dsinfsNe/Ndpg is the maximum
of PCs in a periodic structured. In these cases, the PC is
absent of suppression, therefore, large PC can be observed in
the FC rings. In the experiment, one may intentionally intro-
duce the nodes in the ring to realize the FC mesoscopic
model. By changing the magnetic flux and the electron num-
ber in the ring, the large PC may be obtained.

IV. SUMMARY

In this work, we study the persistent current in the
magnetic-flux-threaded mesoscopic ring which is constructed
according to the FC model. Under the tight-binding approxi-
mation, the flux-dependent energy spectra and the PC are
theoretically obtained by applying transfer-matrix technique.
It is shown that the energy spectra form band structures and
the subbands present a self-similarity. The PC is determined
by the magnetic flux, the site energy and the Fermi level. The

PC shows a sinusoidallike relation respect to the magnetic
flux, and the increment of the site energy leads to a dramatic
suppression of the PC. Further, it is found that if the Fermi
level goes to a specific value, the PC in the FC ring has
absence of suppression, i.e., the large PC can be observed in
this case. The parity effect in the FC systems is also dis-
cussed. Our investigation provides detailed information on
the structural influence on the PC and contributes a mecha-
nism to understand the large PC observed in the experiments.
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